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               	FERTILIZERS & SYSTEMS
	Mineral fertiliser solutions    
        Mineral fertiliser solutions
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                    TriPart®
                    The original 3-part advanced nutrient system
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                    DualPart® Coco
                    Highly concentrated 2-part nutrient system for coconut coir
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                    PermaBloom
                    PermaBloom the ideal solution for continuous production
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                    DryPart®
                    pH-buffered, ultra-concentrated dry powder nutrients
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                    DualPart®
                    Highly concentrated, true 2-part nutrient system
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                    NovaMax®
                    Super concentrated 1-part hybrid liquid nutrient



                
      
            

                    

    



	Specific fertilisers & nutritional supplements    
        Specific fertilisers & nutritional supplements
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                    HyperBloom®
                    Late flowering nutrient 
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                    FinalPart®
                    Late flowering nutrient / forcing solution
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                    CALCIUM MAGNESIUM SUPPLEMENT
                    Highly bioavailable, concentrated Calcium / Magnesium blend
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                    Oligo Spectrum
                    A comprehensive mix of micro and sub-micro elements



                
      
            

                    

    



	Flushing substrate and maintenance solution    
        Flushing substrate and maintenance solution
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                    FlashClean®
                    Unique, high performance rinse and soil conditioner for all substrates and systems.



                
      
            

                    

    



	pH management    
        pH management
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                    Liquid pH Test kit
                    Classic liquid pH testing
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                    pH Regulators
                    Premium pH management



                
      
            

                    

    



	Organic fertiliser    
        Organic fertiliser
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                    Pro Organic
                    Highly concentrated, fully Organic, 1-part liquid nutrient



                
      
            

                    

    



	Organic biostimulants Root Development    
        Organic biostimulants Root Development
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                    Pro Roots
                    Super concentrated root booster
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                    Root Booster
                    100% Organic root and growth booster



                
      
            

                    

    



	Organic biostimulants Flowering / Fruiting    
        Organic biostimulants Flowering / Fruiting
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                    Pro Bloom
                    Super concentrated flowering booster
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                    Bloom Booster
                    100% Organic bloom and fruiting booster



                
      
            

                    

    



	Universal Organic biostimulants    
        Universal Organic biostimulants
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                    Silicate
                    Natural Silicate powder
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                    Fulvic
                    Ultra-pure, 100% natural bio-stimulator
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                    Humic
                    Fully organic, wide spectrum ligno-humates from recycled wood.
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                    Urtimax®
                    Pure liquid nettle brew
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                    Seaweed
                    100% pure cold-pressed seaweed extract



                
      
            

                    

    



	Beneficial microorganisms    
        Beneficial microorganisms
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                    StreptoLogic®
                    StreptoLogic is a natural, 100% biological protector, best used as a preventive. 
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                    TrikoLogic®
                    High quality dry Trichoderma harzianum culture



                
      
            

                    

    



	Immune system activator    
        Immune system activator
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                    Protect
                    Super concentrated protection from insects and pathogens



                
      
            

                    

    



	Hydroponics system    
        Hydroponics system
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                    EBB&GROW®
                    The easiest way to discover Hydroponic growing, now with Terra Aquatica quality construction
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                    CultiMate® Controller
                    The ACS controller works with almost any re-circulating modular hydroponic system 
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                    HydroCloner® 27
                    Compact aeroponic propagator
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                    HydroCloner® Spinner 72
                    The latest generation of aeroponic propagation modules
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                    CultiMate® 4-pack
                    Active Circulation System for CultiMate® S
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                    CultiMate® S, L, Solar
                    Easy to use hydroponics for beginners, professionals, and everyone in-between
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                    GrowStream®
                    The best performing, most efficient, and most flexible hydroponic system available.
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                    CultiMate® Aero
                    Easy to use aeroponics, for beginners, professionals, and everyone in-between



                
      
            

                    

    



	Substrates    
        Substrates
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                    T.A Organic soil light-mix
                    Professional quality peat-free soil. Certified for use in Organic agriculture.
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                    GROROX
                    High quality, renewable, re-usable, non-toxic substrate
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                    Coco Fiber & Coco Fiber with perlite
                    100% natural, superior quality coconut coir substrates
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Terra Aquatica

Biopole 32500 Fleurance, France

+33.5.62.06.08.30

info@terraaquatica.com
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